Abstract: Fuel cells are the most clean and efficient power source for vehicles. In particular, proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are the most promising candidate for automobile applications due to their rapid start-up and low-temperature operation. Through extensive global research efforts in the latest decade, the performance of PEMFCs, including energy efficiency, volumetric and mass power density, and low temperature startup ability, have achieved significant breakthroughs. In 2014, fuel cell powered vehicles were introduced into the market by several prominent vehicle companies. However, the low durability and high cost of PEMFC systems are still the main obstacles for large-scale industrialization of this technology. The key materials and components used in PEMFCs greatly affect their durability and cost. In this review, the technical progress of key materials and components for PEMFCs has been summarized and critically discussed, including topics such as the membrane, catalyst layer, gas diffusion layer, and bipolar plate. The development of high-durability processing technologies is also introduced. Finally, this review is concluded with personal perspectives on the future research directions of this area.
Introduction
Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) are the most efficient power generation devices due to the electrochemical processes in PEMFCs are not governed by Carnot's Law, therefore, the efficiency of fuel cells is not strongly dependent on operating temperature and high efficiency can be achieved under relative low operating temperatures. PEMFCs have a wide range of applications, including electric vehicle power sources, especially their automobile application, distributed power
The Progress and Targets of Fuel Cell Vehicle Industrialization
Fuel cells for use in vehicles include proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), metal/air fuel cells, etc. PEMFCs are environmentally benign, high efficiency, and high power density electrical devices that directly convert the chemical energy of hydrogen into electricity. PEMFCs are a promising candidate for pollution-free automotive applications [1] . Through continuous global research and development (R&D) over the past decade, the important operational factors of PEMFCs, such as energy efficiency, volumetric and mass power density, and low temperature start ability, have been greatly improved. The industrialization of fuel cell vehicles is currently in progress, and some notable milestones are worth mentioning: (1) the fuel cell engine produced by Hyundai-Kia exhibited 60% energy efficiency (specific value of DC output power and Lower Heat Value (LHV) hydrogen energy) under 25% rated power [2] ; (2) significantly increased PEMFC module power density was reported [3] , for example, a 3.1 kW/L power density was achieved by a Japanese Toyota Sedan Vehicle fuel cell and an English Intelligent Energy EC200-192 module exhibited 5 kW/L power density; (3) 2 kW/kg specific power was achieved in Nissan using a 2011-model PEMFC module [4] ; and (4) automotive fuel cells made by Toyota and Honda achieved cold starts at −37 °C and −30 °C, respectively [5] . In 2014, the Toyota MIRAI fuel cell vehicle was introduced onto the market, with a fuel cell peak power of 114 kW and a driving range of 500 km.
Although the state-of-the-art automotive fuel cell technology has achieved the abovementioned technical milestones, the durability and cost have not yet met the commercialization targets and these factors are nowadays the ultimate obstacles for widespread industrialization of fuel cell vehicles. The "Fuel Cell Technical Team Roadmap" drafted by the U.S. DRIVE Partnership in 2013 clearly described the technical and commercial targets for automotive fuel cells [6] . Figure 1 shows a diagram of the key PEMFC properties and the current status of the targets. The current system durability is generally 2500 h and system cost is 49 USD/kW (corresponding to 500,000 sets per year). It can be seen from Figure 1 that the current technology of system start from −20 °C, stack energy efficiency @ 1/4 rated power (the target is 60%), stack power density (the target is 2.5 kW/L) and specific power (the target is 2.0 kW/kg) have been already achieved the commercial targets, however it still has a long way to go to achieve the commercial targets of system durability (the target is 5000 h) and system cost (the target is 30 USD/kW), respectively [7] . 
Industrialization Targets of the Key Materials and Components for PEMFC Vehicles
R&D of novel critical materials and components has been an approach to improve the durability and cost efficiency of PEMFCs. Some key materials for PEMFC include proton exchanges 
R&D of novel critical materials and components has been an approach to improve the durability and cost efficiency of PEMFCs. Some key materials for PEMFC include proton exchanges membranes, catalysts, and support materials for the catalyst. The components include a proton exchange membrane (PEM), catalyst layer (CL), gas diffusion layer (GDL), and bi-polar plate (BPP). The catalyst coated membrane (CCM) comprises the membrane and catalyst layers, while the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) consists of the CCM and GDL.
The function of the PEM is proton conduction (which occurs in the presence of water), reaction gas separation, and electronic insulation. The most common membrane material used for this application is a perfluorinated acid resin. Over the past decades, the most important technological progress in the field of PEMFCs was the development of ultra-thin enhanced proton exchange membranes. The membrane thickness reduced from hundreds of microns to a dozen microns (resulting in a decrease in the electrical resistance), the membrane can be fully humidified, and the fuel cell performance was increased significantly [8] . Table 1 shows the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) technical targets for 2020 for the key membrane properties [6] . The evaluated properties include area specific proton resistance (<20 mΩ¨cm 2 ), hydrogen and oxygen crossover (<<2 mA/cm 2 ) and cost (<20 USD¨m´2). The catalyst layer is a porous structure consisting of the catalyst, support material, and proton conducting resin. The function of the CL is hydrogen oxidation and oxygen reduction and the thickness is typically 10-20 µm. The Pt loading in the CL is 0.3 mg/cm 2 for the anode and 0.4 mg/cm 2 for the cathode. The required Pt dosage is usually around 1 g/kW, corresponding to a total of 50 g for a car and 100 g for a bus; as Pt is an expensive part of the system, reducing the Pt dosage is a challenge [9] . Table 2 shows DOE targets for PEMFC catalyst performances [6] . The targets for Pt dosage are 0.125 mg/cm 2 and 0.125 g/kW, respectively, and the catalyst activity loss <40% under high voltage cyclic accelerated degradation testing. For the promotion of vehicle fuel cell industrialization, the development of novel catalyst and support materials, reducing the Pt dosage, and increasing the durability are important factors. For fuel cell vehicles to compete with combustion engines, the Pt dosage needs to be reduced to 6.25 g Pt for one car, 5000 h of durability needs to be achieved, and the system needs to achieve 30,000 start-stop cycles and 300,000 load cycles. Table 2 . Technical targets for electrocatalysts [6] . At present, challenges related to the GDL are achieving a high efficiency of mass transfer for water and the reaction gas at high current density conditions and mass production technology for reducing the cost of GDL fabrication. According to the DOE report, the cost of Ballard's GDL production can be reduced to 4.45 USD/m 2 if the production capacity can reach 500,000 fuel cell stacks per year. Therefore, in the R & D of GDL, the development mass production technology is also a critical topic.
Characteristic
In the fuel cell stack, the main function of the BPP is the separation and distribution of the anode and cathode reaction gases, along with water management, heat conduction, current collection, and mechanical support. BPP materials include graphite, metals, and composites. Table 3 shows the DOE targets for metal BPP [6] . As shown in Table 3 , to date, the cost and H 2 permeation have not met the targets and the others targets have been achieved better properties than the 2020 targets. In this paper, we review the current state-of-the-art knowledge and technology of key materials and components for PEMFCs, including proton exchange membrane, catalyst, catalyst layer, gas diffusion layer and bipolar plates, based on the latest research articles, published progress reports and achievements, and information from relevant companies. In addition, we propose future development directions of the key material and components.
Proton Exchange Membranes

State-of-the-Art Proton Exchange Membranes
The perfluorosulfonic acid membrane applied in hydrogen fuel cells, which can only conduct protons in the presence of water, introduces the following limitations: firstly, the operating temperature of the hydrogen fuel cell needs to be below 100˝C. Secondly, the fuel cell stack water management is complicated. Thirdly, high purity hydrogen is needed to prevent Pt catalyst poisoning. According to Energies 2016, 9, 603 5 of 39 the latest literature on PEMs for hydrogen fuel cells, the studies were focused on the enhancement of proton conductivity and mechanical properties under high temperature and low humidity conditions. In particular, the proton conductivity in the anhydrous state was improved. Ultimately, all of the target membrane properties under high temperature, low humidity, and even anhydrous operating conditions have been achieved. The targets of a simplified water management module, reduced requirement for hydrogen purity, and lower overall cost of the hydrogen fuel cell were achieved through R&D of the membrane. The latest research on PEM involves high temperature membranes, including modified Nafion ® and Aquivion ® membranes and other novel PEM materials. These three membrane types are introduced and analyzed here.
High Temperature PEM
High temperature PEM are defined as those able to be operated at temperatures higher than 150˝C, while low temperature membranes can be operated only below 100˝C. Under higher temperature conditions, there is no liquid water in the inner fuel cell stack so the water management and cooling system can be simplified, the Pt loading can be reduced, and even non-Pt catalyst can be used. Furthermore, low purity hydrogen can be used (hydrogen fuel containing 3% CO can be used below 185˝C [10] ) and the heat distribution can be made more uniform. At present, the phosphoric acid (PA)-doped polybenzimidazole (PBI) high temperature membrane is studied extensively. There is currently only a small amount of research into non-PBI membranes, such as polyvinylidene fluoride/ polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVDF/PVP) membrane. The proton conductivity of a PBI membrane without PA doping is extremely low, only 10´9 mS/cm. The proton conductivity of PA doped PBI can be significantly increased and 0.1 S/cm can be attained at 150˝C. However, a proton conductivity of 0.2 S/cm for a Nafion ® membrane can be attained at 94˝C [11] . Hence, the proton conductivity of PA doped PBI membranes needs to be further studied and improved. The proton conductivity can be enhanced by increasing the doping concentration of PA in the PBI membrane. However, increasing the amount of PA results in a significantly degradation in the mechanical properties of the membrane, making it difficult to be used in a hydrogen fuel cell. Therefore, a recent study focused on improving the proton conductivity and mechanical properties simultaneously, so that the PBI membrane with improved overall performance could be suitable for application in the fuel cell.
Approaches for improving the performance of PBI membranes include synthesis of the PBI composite membrane, organic-inorganic doped membrane, optimization of the molecule structure, high molecular weight membranes, and synthesis of the membrane through sol-gel methods.
Improving the PA Doping Level
The PA doping level can be increased by organic-inorganic doping and through the integrated design of the membrane and molecular structure. Hydrogen bonds can be formed between BaZrO 3 nanoparticles and PA [10] , resulting in an increase in the PA doping level. In the BaZrO 3 , proton transfer occurs via neighboring O ions, which leads to the proton transfer energy barrier being decreased [10] and hence an increase in proton conductivity. The maximum reported PA doping concentration level was 13 mol PA per PBI repeating unit, at 180˝C and 5% relative humidity, resulting in a proton conductivity of 125 mS/cm [10] .
Silica is one of the most commonly used materials for doping. The quality of the interface between silica and the PBI polymer can be enhanced by surface modification of the silica. In Singha's study [12] , the surface of silica nanoparticles were modified using a long aliphatic chain with multiple amine groups. Meanwhile, more active proton conduction sites were provided by the long chain amine modified silica (LAMS) and the proton conductivity was increased. Thereby, the LAMS modified poly (4,4 1 -diphenylether-5,5 1 -bibenzimidazole) (OPBI) exhibited enhanced mechanical properties, thermal stability, chemical stability, and proton conduction. The dynamic mechanical performance of LAMS modified OPBI was increased by 60% compared with that of the pure OPBI and the proton conductivity reached 176 mS/cm at 160˝C. Sulfonated mesoporous organosilicate (s-MPOs) [13] has an ordered structure and many SO 3 H groups are distributed on the inner porous surface. A proton conductivity of 0.21 S/cm was obtained when s-MPOs was introduced into PA doped PBI membrane, due to the excellent properties of s-MPOs. However, in this study, the conductivity was measured at 80˝C and no performance data was shown above 100˝C. The PA doped in the PBI membrane will be dissolved and removed through the liquid water below 100˝C. Therefore, the critical properties should be studied above 100˝C.
Guo et al. [14] studied non-PBI high temperature membranes. PVP contains a N-heterocycle as a proton accepter that can enhance the PA doping level. This group also synthesized PVDF/PVP composite membranes. The best ratio of PVDF/PVP was 20 wt % PVDF-80 wt % PVP and 93 mS/cm proton conductivity was obtained under an anhydrous environment at 200˝C.
In addition to improving the PA doping level with co-doping and forming composites, it can be improved by structural design. A fully aromatic meta-polybenzimidazole (mPBI) membrane synthesized by a sol-gel casting method was studied by Kelly et al. [15] . The microstructure of this membrane was modified by the sol-gel casting method compared to conventional mPBI membranes. The conventional membrane exhibited anisotropic properties due to the side-to-side stacking of the imidazole ring on the membrane surface. The sol-gel membrane exhibited isotropic properties due to the uniform ordering of the imidazole rings. Both the mechanical properties and proton conductivity of the sol-gel membrane were enhanced through this microstructural modification. The PA doping level was improved by 60% and the proton conductivity increased from 0.09 S/cm to 0.16 S/cm at 160˝C compared to the conventional membrane.
Three-dimensional (3D) porous membrane structures can be designed to improve the PA doping level; for instance, 3D polyacrylamide-graft-chitosan (PAAm-graft-chitosan) frameworks [16] and 3D frameworks of polyacrylamide-graft-starch (PAAm-g-starch) [17] . The PA can be stored in the 3D microporous structure and an extremely high PA doping level can be obtained. In PAAm-graft-chitosan 3D membranes, a 91.51 wt % PA doping level was obtained and the proton conductivity reached 0.13 S/cm at 165˝C [16] .
Improving the Mechanical Properties and Durability
PTFE is a membrane substrate commonly used to enhance the mechanical properties. However, the PTFE is hydrophobic and the compatibility with other proton exchange membranes is poor. Park et al. [18] found that the compatibility between PTFE and PBI was enhanced through a pretreatment of the PTFE membrane to make it hydrophilic and a PBI/PTFE composite membrane with excellent mechanical properties and durability was obtained. The ultimate tensile strength increased from 17.54˘1.04 MPa to 32.65˘0.61 MPa. Thermal cycling stability tests showed that the open circuit voltage (OCV) degradation rate was 118% less than the pure PBI membrane. An extremely high molecular weight (from 30 to 94 kDa) PBI membrane was designed and studied by Yang et al. [19] . With increased molecular weights, the PBI membrane properties including chemical stability, swelling, mechanical strength, and proton conductivity were all improved. PBI membranes with 78 kDa molecular weights exhibited tensile strengths of 30.3 MPa at room temperature or 7.3 MPa at 130˝C and the proton conductivity reached 0.14 S/cm at 160˝C.
In summary, the modification of high temperature membranes was studied through organic-inorganic doping, developing composites, and structural design. The organic-inorganic doping method can effectively increase the PA doping level and improve the proton conductivity, where the maximum reported proton conductivity is 0.176 S/cm [12] . Composite membranes can effectively exploit the advantages of the different components and the mechanical properties, proton conductivity, and durability can be enhanced simultaneously.
2.1.2. Modification of Nafion ® and Aquivion ® Nafion ® membranes have a long side chain structure and are the most widely used PEMs for hydrogen fuel cells. The Aquivion ® membrane has the same perfluorinated acid structure as the Energies 2016, 9, 603 7 of 39 Nafion ® membrane, which is characterized by a short side chain structure. Comparative studies of these two commercial membranes showed that the tensile stress of Aquivion ® is 15-20 MPa [20] higher than that of Nafion ® at 75-140˝C and the power density of an Aquivion ® MEA is on an average 100 mW/cm 2 [20] higher than that of a Nafion ® MEA under 75˝C and 90˝C at 100% relative humidity (RH), at 120˝C and 40% RH, and at 140˝C and 20% RH. Furthermore, the proton transfer channel diameter of Aquivion ® is small and the hydrogen permeation, which is related to the hydrogen fuel cell durability, can be reduced. Therefore, Aquivion ® membranes have higher durability [21] compared to Nafion ® . Thus, it is clear that the Aquivion ® membrane has a potential value for fuel cell applications, especially for operation under a high temperature and low humidity environment.
In the studies undertaken between 2014 and 2015 to modify Nafion ® and Aquivion ® , the main modification methods included doping, developing composites, and applying pretreatments. The proton conductivity, mechanical properties and the MEA performance at high temperature and low humidity were improved, even under anhydrous conditions.
Doping
Octaphenyl polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane Ph 8 Si 8 O 12 (POSS) has the ability to retain water even at low RH levels. When POSS is functionalized with sulfonic acid groups (sPOSS), it can participate in the proton transport process. Therefore, the proton conductivity of Nafion ® membrane and power density of Nafion ® MEA can be increased by doping with POSS or sPOSS [22] .The proton conductivity was increased from 0.14 S/cm to 0.19 S/cm at 100% RH and the power density increased from 480 mW/cm 2 to 526 mW/cm 2 at 43% RH and 80˝C [22] . Phosphotungstic acid (H 3 PW 12 O 40¨n H 2 O (PWA)) has a proton conductivity between 0.02 and 0.1 S/cm at 25˝C [23] ; hence, the proton conductivity of the membrane can be enhanced by PWA doping. However, the PWA will gradually be dissolved out of the structure when the PWA doped membrane is applied in a hydrogen fuel cell. The PWA can be immobilized by silicon dioxide (PWA/SiO 2 ) and the stability of PWA/SiO 2 doped membranes can be improved [24] . The membrane proton conductivity, hydration levels, and charge transfer process in the electrode were enhanced by PWA/SiO 2 doping and the performance of the MEA was significantly improved. The peak current density of the MEA reached 710 mA/cm 2 at 0.70 V, 80˝C, and 100% RH [24] .
Benzene-bridged periodic mesoporous organosilicas functionalized with sulfonic acid (S-Ph-PMO) have a nano-ordered rigid hydrophobic-hydrophilic separated structure. The proton transfer channels can be extended for several hundred nanometers with little tortuosity [25] [26] [27] [28] and the structure can be maintained even at 500˝C [25] . Therefore, the channel structure of S-Ph-PMO doped Nafion ® membranes can be maintained at low humidity conditions and the temperature stability and mechanical properties can be effectively improved. The storage modulus of a 20 wt % S-Ph-PMO composite Nafion ® membrane is 2.5-15 times higher than that of pure Nafion ® , while the proton conductivity is up to 1.5 orders of magnitude higher than Nafion ® at 20% RH and 40˝C [11] .
Composite Membranes
When investigating composite membranes for fuel cells, PVDF and PTFE are the most commonly used substrate membranes. When Nafion ® /PVDF composite membranes are prepared with unmodified PVDF, the mechanical properties can be improved, however, proton conductivity did not increase [29] . The compatibility between Nafion ® and PVDF can be enhanced through functionalizing PVDF with Nafion ® and the overall properties of the composite membrane can be improved [30] . The interface between Nafion ® and PVDF is strengthened and the proton transfer channel was formed through the inner Nafion ® in the PVDF. Thereby, the proton conductivity, mechanical properties, and hydrogen fuel cell performances were improved. The Young's modulus increased from 1190 MPa to 1840 MPa, elongation at break increased from 185% to 230% and the proton conductivity increased from 42 mS/cm to 60 mS/cm at 20˝C [30] . Investigating Nafion ® and Aquivion ® PTFE composite membranes, it was shown that the PTFE can improve the mechanical properties, thermal stability, and reduce pinhole formation in the composite membrane [31] . Aquivion ® /PTFE composite membranes exhibited a proton conductivity of 0.2 S/cm at 120˝C compared to a value of 0.094 S/cm for Nafion ® 211 under the same conditions [32] . In addition, a radical scavenger, such as ceria supported on sulfonated silica [33] , can be doped in the composite membrane to improve the durability. Open circuit voltage (OCV) testing indicated that the durability of the composite membrane doped with a radical scavenger was seven times higher than the membrane without the radical scavenger.
The water uptake can be increased using a SiC fiber network which can be further functionalized by PA to improve the interface quality with the Aquivion ® membrane [34] . Composite Aquivion ® membranes were prepared with SiC web and SiC/PA. The mechanical properties, proton conductivity, and hydrogen fuel cell performance of the composite membrane and its MEA were improved. The tensile strength was increased from 13.96 MPa to 52.17 MPa, the proton conductivity improved from 0.21 S/cm to 0.24 S/cm at 90˝C and 100% RH, and the f-power density of the cell increased from 0.9 W/cm 2 to 1.2 W/cm 2 at 75˝C and 100% RH.
As Pt is a catalyst for hydrogen oxidation and CeO 2 is a radical scavenger, Nafion ® can be combined with Pt/CeO 2 particles [35] or a Pt nanolayer [36] to improve the self-wetting and durability performance. In such composite membranes, the hydrogen permeating from the anode side through the Nafion ® membrane can be oxidized by Pt. The hydrogen permeation can be reduced and the electrode can be humidified by the produced water; thereby the composite membrane can be operated in a low RH environment. The radicals produced during fuel cell operation can be captured by the CeO 2 and the durability of the fuel cell can be enhanced. The maximum power density of a hydrogen fuel cell using a Pt/CeO 2 doped Nafion ® membrane was increased by 20 mW/cm 2 at 35% RH compared to that of pure Nafion ® and the OCV test indicated that the durability can be prolonged from 80 h to 180 h [35] . In the study of Nafion ® and Pt nanolayer composite membranes [36] , the tensile modulus and yield strength were increased 181% and 166%, respectively, and the maximum power density increased 200% compared with the pristine Nafion ® .
Other Modification Methods
The proton transfer channel in Nafion ® membranes can be modified by 3,4-dimethyl-benzaldehyde (DMBA), therefore the hydrophobic-hydrophilic separated structure can be improved and the diameter of the channel can be enlarged [37] . The proton conductivity of the modified membrane shows an improvement from 22% to 34% compared with unmodified Nafion ® . In addition, Napoli et al. [38] studied the performance of Nafion ® membranes subjected to different pretreatments. Pretreatment using nitric and sulfuric acid resulted in proton conductivities of 0.2492 S/cm and 0.1026 S/cm, respectively. The sulfuric acid treatment gave better results than the one with nitric acid; the level of hydration of the Nafion ® membrane is dependent on the type of acid and stronger hydration was obtained with nitric acid pretreatment, and hence, the proton conductivity was higher. In summary, the performance of Nafion ® membranes operated under low humidity conditions was improved by doping with materials with good water uptake and catalytic properties. The PVDF and PTFE composite reinforced membranes could effectively improve the mechanical properties and durability, resulting in membranes that could be operated at high temperature and low humidity.
Other Membranes
Modification of Sulfonated Poly (arylene ether sulfone) (SPAES)
For the SPAES-modified membranes, the overall performances were improved through the functionalization of the main chain and side chain molecules. In the main chain modification study, the SPAES main chain was modified by fluorophenyl [39] . The dimensional stability and oxidative Energies 2016, 9, 603 9 of 39 durability of the modified SPAES was enhanced, the tensile strength was 47.3-64.5 MPa, the thermal stability was up to 260˝C, and the proton conductivity was 0.35 S/cm at 90˝C for 99.3% sulfonation. In the side chain modification study, Kwon et al. [40] modified the SPAES side chain with hydroxyl side groups contributing additional hydrogen bonding. Thereby, the interconnected hydrophilic clusters and the extent of hydrophobic-hydrophilic microphase separation were enhanced. However, the proton conductivity was only 0.1 S/cm at 80˝C and 100% RH, and hence the properties should be further improved through the optimization of the ratio of hydroxyl groups to other side groups.
Modification of Sulfonated Poly (ether ether ketone) (SPEEK)
The overall performance of SPEEK-modified samples was enhanced mainly by doping and blending. n-BuOH was introduced into the SPEEK to induce self-organization. Multiple hydrogen bonds can be formed between n-BuOH and SPEEK, so additional clustering of hydrophilic domains can be formed in the SPEEK microstructure and the diameter of ionic clusters increased from 1 nm to 3 nm [41] . Therefore, the proton conductivity and mechanical properties were improved; the proton conductivity increased to 0.314 S/cm at 80˝C and the tensile strength increased 35% [41] . The SPEEK was blended with fluorinated poly(arylene ether) [42] and the blended membrane exhibited enhanced thermal and chemical durability compared with pure SPEEK. However, the proton conductivity was low; only 0.1 S/cm at 80˝C and 100% RH.
Modification of Other Membranes
A grafting proton conducting membrane of poly(ethylene-alt-tetrafluoroethylene) (ETFE) and various co-monomers including styrene, methacrylonitrile (MAN), acrylonitrile (AN), methyl methacrylate (MMA), and methacrylic acid (MAA) was studied using a radiation grafting method [43] . The proton conductivity was in the range of 30-150 mS/cm at room temperature. However, better properties were not obtained using multi co-monomers and the maximum proton conductivity was achieved using a styrene co-monomer alone. An extremely high proton conductivity membrane was obtained by incorporated graphene oxide (GO) into sulfonated polyimide (SPI) where the proton conductivity was 1.2 S/cm at 80˝C and 100% RH. This can be attributed to the formation of strong hydrogen bonding interactions between the small GO and SPI, resulting in a well-defined microstructure and well-connected proton transport channels being formed [44] .
Room Temperature Ionic Liquids Electrolytes
Room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) electrolytes have attracted considerable attention in electrochemical applications [45] and can be a good candidate for high-temperature PEMFCs [46] [47] [48] application due to its more thermally stable at a wide temperature range [49, 50] and non-volatile dopant than other acid doping composite membranes. Based on cationic structures, the RTILs can be classified into one of seven families [51] and it is possible to design desired physicochemical properties of RTILs by the choice of the ionic constituents. The most common cations available commercially and easier to synthesize are those based on imidazolium and ammonium [51, 52] . At present, the RTILs electrolytes and their fuel cell performances need to be further improved.
In summary, the investigation of these alternate proton exchange membranes mainly focused on the modification of SPAES and SPEEK. Proton conductivities as high as 0.3 S/cm were obtained at 80˝C, superior to that of Nafion ® membranes. However, the properties of hydrogen fuel cells using these membranes were not as high as the Nafion ® based fuel cell. Therefore, MEA preparation technology, especially for the SPAES and SPEEK membranes, needs to be further developed and it should focus on the enhancement of durability. If this is achieved, then these membranes could be applied in hydrogen fuel cells.
Membranes for PEM Industrialization
Perfluorosulfonic membranes are the most widely used proton exchange membranes for PEMFCs. Some common commercial membranes include the Nafion ® membrane produced by Du Pont (Wilmington, DE, USA), the Dow membrane produced by the Dow Chemical Company (Midland, MI, USA), the Ionomer membrane produced by 3M (Saint Paul, MN, USA), and the Aquivion ® membrane produced by Solvay Solexis (Bollate, Milan, Italy). Other equivalent membranes include the Flemion ® membrane produced by Asahi Glass (Tokyo, Japan), the Aciplex ® membrane produced by the Asahi Chemical Corporation (Tokyo, Japan), and the Fumapem ® F membrane produced by FUMA Tech (Bietigheim-Bissingen, Germany). Some perfluorosulfonic membrane product information is listed in Table 4 (as provided on the official websites of the suppliers). In Part 2.1.2, some properties of the Nafion ® and Aquivion ® membranes were compared. Figure 2 compares the chemical structure of these membranes showing the different side chain lengths produced by different companies. To achieve the DOE membrane targets, at present a consistent scheme proposed by these manufacturers is to prepare an enhanced composite membrane with low equivalent weight (EW) and short side chains. In order to obtain membranes with higher proton conductivities, the EW value must be reduced to 600-800. An approach to reduce EW values is to prepare multi-acid side chain proton exchange membranes, the structure of which is shown in Figure 3 . However, low EW values cause membrane swelling, and the degradation of the mechanical properties, durability, and other properties. The preparation of modified membranes is an approach for obtaining low EW membranes with enhanced overall properties. The modification approaches including blending, crosslinking, and producing composites. The structures of the ionomer and nanofiber reinforced membranes, which are the focus of the development of composite modified low EW membranes by 3M are shown in Figure 3 . According to the latest progress report from 3M in 2014 [53] , the EW value of nanofiber reinforced multi-acid side chain membranes reached 725 and the membrane thickness was reduced to 14-20 µm. However, the membrane resistance and durability at 80˝C and 120˝C were slightly lower than the 2017 and 2020 DOE targets. The membrane impedance and hydrogen permeation performance at´20˝C and 30˝C exceeded the 2017 and 2020 DOE targets. Currently, membrane R & D in 3M is still in progress and data for complete fuel cells is not available.
Energies 2016, 9, 603 10 of 38 equivalent weight (EW) and short side chains. In order to obtain membranes with higher proton conductivities, the EW value must be reduced to 600-800. An approach to reduce EW values is to prepare multi-acid side chain proton exchange membranes, the structure of which is shown in Figure 3 . However, low EW values cause membrane swelling, and the degradation of the mechanical properties, durability, and other properties. The preparation of modified membranes is an approach for obtaining low EW membranes with enhanced overall properties. The modification approaches including blending, crosslinking, and producing composites. The structures of the ionomer and nanofiber reinforced membranes, which are the focus of the development of composite modified low EW membranes by 3M are shown in Figure 3 . According to the latest progress report from 3M in 2014 [53] , the EW value of nanofiber reinforced multi-acid side chain membranes reached 725 and the membrane thickness was reduced to 14-20 μm. However, the membrane resistance and durability at 80 °C and 120 °C were slightly lower than the 2017 and 2020 DOE targets. The membrane impedance and hydrogen permeation performance at −20 °C and 30 °C exceeded the 2017 and 2020 DOE targets. Currently, membrane R & D in 3M is still in progress and data for complete fuel cells is not available. 
Future R & D Direction of PEMs
Based on the latest membrane developments and the products on the market from various companies, the future R & D of proton exchange membranes should be focused on the preparation of composite membranes with short side chains, low EW values, enhanced mechanical properties, and increased durability. Such achievements would allow the PEMs to be operated under high temperature and low relative humidity conditions. Thus, a new generation membrane with excellent overall performance that can be applied in practical vehicles is highly anticipated. 
Based on the latest membrane developments and the products on the market from various companies, the future R & D of proton exchange membranes should be focused on the preparation of composite membranes with short side chains, low EW values, enhanced mechanical properties, and increased durability. Such achievements would allow the PEMs to be operated under high temperature and low relative humidity conditions. Thus, a new generation membrane with excellent overall performance that can be applied in practical vehicles is highly anticipated.
Catalysts System
State-of-the-Art Catalysts and Support Materials
Currently, the leading cathode electrocatalysts are supported Pt and Pt-based catalysts. Pt alloy based catalysts, core-shell catalysts, and nanostructured thin film catalysts have been extensively studied for improving catalytic performance, including Pt utilization rates, mass and specific activity, and durability [55] [56] [57] . These Pt-based catalysts usually operate under low pH, high oxygen concentration, and high electrode potential conditions in PEMFCs. Carbon based support materials can be corroded in these environments. Consequently, Pt nanoparticles deposited onto support structures can be aggregated or dissolved from the substrate under these conditions [58, 59] . Therefore, various novel catalyst support materials were studied for enhancing catalyst durability. In addition, non-Pt catalysts were also studied. Although the performance of these non-Pt catalysts was improved, they still required significant development before they are suitable for application in PEMFCs. The latest key developments on the catalysts and support materials are briefly reviewed here.
Catalysts
The electrocatalytic activities and stability of the Pt alloy catalysts in PEMFCs are reported to be closely related to the ability of the alloy near-surface region to retain the transition metal [60] . This might be critical to maintain the modified electronic structure of surface Pt atoms associated with the transition metal. The modified electronic structure is thought to be necessary to provide enhanced mass and specific activities relative to pure Pt nanoparticle catalysts. Furthermore, it was found that the activity of alloy catalysts could be further improved by controlling the exposed crystal facets and the composition profile of the alloy particles [55, 56, 61] , which is promising for further reducing the Pt consumption in the fuel cells. According to a report by Chen et al., alloy catalysts based on Pt-Ni, synthesized by transforming PtNi 3 polyhedra in solution into Pt 3 Ni nanoframes by interior erosion, achieved 36 times enhancement in mass activity and 22 times enhancement in the specific activity for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) during prolonged exposure to reaction conditions compared to state-of-the-art platinum-carbon catalysts. These electrochemical measurements where performed using the thin-film rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) method. The performance of the Pt 3 Ni nanoframes is to be tested in fuel cells and is anticipated to show similar improvements as shown by the RRDE results. Furthermore, Pt-3D-metal alloy catalysts have drawn much attention recently because of their application in automobile fuel cells. According to a recent release from Toyota, Pt-Co alloy catalysts were successfully used in the fuel cell stack of their MIRAI vehicles.
In core-shell structured catalysts, the structure of the monolayer shell showed a high utilization of Pt and therefore received much attention. According to reports by Zhang et al. [62, 63] , if a suitable substrate metal is selected, monolayer Pt electrocatalysts can have better electrocatalytic activity than bulk Pt. Furthermore, the activity and durability of the ORR monolayer electrocatalysts could be further enhanced by controlling the core-metal components, size, and shape [64] . The synthesized Pt monolayer catalysts on 4 nm Pd and 4.6 nm Pd 3 Co cores showed mass activities of 1.0 and 1.6 mA¨µg´1 Pt at 0.9 V, and about five-and nine-fold enhancements over that of 3 nm Pt nanoparticles, respectively, tested using a rotating disk electrode (1600 rpm) in oxygen-saturated 0.1 M HClO 4 solutions. Kuttiyiel et al. [65] developed novel nitride-stabilized PtM core-shell catalysts (M = Fe, Co, and Ni) with low Pt content shells and inexpensive metal-nitride cores, which showed three to four times higher mass activity and three to seven times higher specific activity than a Pt/C catalyst. A schematic diagram showing the structure of this core-shell catalyst is shown in Figure 4 . They further found that the N and the core-shell structure in the PtNiN nanoparticles provided an excellent stabilizing effect under highly oxidizing conditions by suppressing the dissolution of Pt during potential cycling, which showed only an 11 mV loss of the half wave potential after 35,000 cycles during rotating disk electrode tests. It has been reported that Pt monolayer catalysts, such as Pt ML /Pd/NiW/GDL and Pt ML /Pd/C, showed excellent durability in PEMFC tests [64] , but their H 2 /Air performance needs further improvement by optimizing the ionomer distribution in the catalyst layer. The 3M nanostructured thin film (NSTF) catalyst is currently the sole practical example of an extended surface area catalyst shown to effectively address several critical issues facing cathode and anode catalysts for fuel cell vehicles, including the performance, cost, and durability [67] . The NSTF Pt68Co29Mn3 catalyst has been the workhorse cathode and anode of choice for a number of years and its CCM [68, 69 ] generated a specific activity of 2.93 mA/cm 2 Pt and a mass activity of 0.18 A/mgPt at 0.9 V vs. RHE. This specific activity is around twelve times higher, and the mass activity about two times higher, than those of a TKK 47 wt % Pt/C device. However, according to the revised 2015 DOE target of 0.125 gPt/kW Pt use (down from 0.2 gPt/kW), it is likely that a new NSTF alloy material, such as a PtxNiy alloy, is required. Also, the PtxNiy alloys show a remarkable dependence of activity on the Ni content near composition of 70 at. % Ni. The mass activities of the NSTF Pt3Ni7 for ORR with standard treatment cover the range of 0.35 to 0.59 A/mg [70] . A proprietary GM additional pretreatment process can further substantially increase the mass activities over the standard treatment; 0.47 to 0.58 A/mg using the GM ORR protocol and 0.62 to 0.67 A/mg using the 3M protocol [67] . However, even though reasonable current densities are being realized at 650 mV in PEMFCs, the limiting current densities are still not optimally high. Further improvements in understanding and controlling the dealloying and surface energy treatment processes are required in order to reach the target of 0.125 gPt/kW.
Replacing expensive Pt catalysts in PEMFC systems with non-PGM catalysts is desirable and many efforts have been made in order to reach the ultimate target for transportation applications, such as a volumetric catalyst activity ≥300 A•cm −3 in a MEA at 0.80 V (iR-corrected) and ≤40% performance loss at 0.80 A/cm 2 after 30,000 cycles in N2 [71] . Although current non-PGM catalysts The 3M nanostructured thin film (NSTF) catalyst is currently the sole practical example of an extended surface area catalyst shown to effectively address several critical issues facing cathode and anode catalysts for fuel cell vehicles, including the performance, cost, and durability [67] . The NSTF Pt 68 Co 29 Mn 3 catalyst has been the workhorse cathode and anode of choice for a number of years and its CCM [68, 69 ] generated a specific activity of 2.93 mA/cm 2 Pt and a mass activity of 0.18 A/mg Pt at 0.9 V vs. RHE. This specific activity is around twelve times higher, and the mass activity about two times higher, than those of a TKK 47 wt % Pt/C device. However, according to the revised 2015 DOE target of 0.125 g Pt /kW Pt use (down from 0.2 g Pt /kW), it is likely that a new NSTF alloy material, such as a Pt x Ni y alloy, is required. Also, the Pt x Ni y alloys show a remarkable dependence of activity on the Ni content near composition of 70 at. % Ni. The mass activities of the NSTF Pt 3 Ni 7 for ORR with standard treatment cover the range of 0.35 to 0.59 A/mg [70] . A proprietary GM additional pretreatment process can further substantially increase the mass activities over the standard treatment; 0.47 to 0.58 A/mg using the GM ORR protocol and 0.62 to 0.67 A/mg using the 3M protocol [67] . However, even though reasonable current densities are being realized at 650 mV in PEMFCs, the limiting current densities are still not optimally high. Further improvements in understanding and Replacing expensive Pt catalysts in PEMFC systems with non-PGM catalysts is desirable and many efforts have been made in order to reach the ultimate target for transportation applications, such as a volumetric catalyst activity ě300 A¨cm´3 in a MEA at 0.80 V (iR-corrected) and ď40% performance loss at 0.80 A/cm 2 after 30,000 cycles in N 2 [71] . Although current non-PGM catalysts still have a long way to go before reaching the performance target, they are making promising progress. Serov et al. [72] recently reported a family of Fe-N-C pyrolyzed materials synthesized using a sacrificial-support method. The best of these materials showed extremely high durability in RDE tests, with more than 94% of initial activity (by E 1/2 value) after 10,000 cycles in an oxygen atmosphere and a current density of 120 mA¨cm´2 at 0.8 V. Another breakthrough was reported by Zelenay et al. [71] . They synthesized a high-surface-area, graphene-rich polyaniline-iron-carbon catalyst through a novel three step heat treatment strategy, and achieved a current density of 0.19 A/cm 2 at 0.80 V (iR-corrected) and a volumetric current density of 84 A¨cm´3 at 0.80 V (iR-corrected), exceeding the 2014 current density milestone (150 mA/cm 2 ).
Support Materials
The performance of a catalyst under fuel cell operating conditions is greatly dependent on the support material. The traditional carbon black support needs to be replaced or combined with other supports for PEMFC use because of its low corrosion resistance. Much effort has been devoted to developing catalyst supports, including novel nanostructured carbons, graphene, oxides, carbides, nitrides etc., and good progress has been made in recent years.
Pt-based nanoparticles supported on novel nanostructured carbon materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon nanofibers (CNFs), mesoporous carbon, and doped carbon, have achieved promising performance in terms of both catalytic activity and durability. They show higher catalytic performance towards ORR compared with the standard Vulcan XC-72 carbon black in many studies [73] [74] [75] . However, there are still some challenges for their widespread commercial application as PEM fuel cell electrocatalyst supports, mainly because of their higher production cost compared with carbon black.
Graphene is another promising candidate supports material for fuel cell catalysts as it exhibits high catalyst loading and good electrocatalysis and stability properties [76] . Recently, modified graphene support materials have been shown to exhibit enhanced performance. Porous graphene has been studied and the Pt catalyst with this support material exhibited 1.5 times the mass activity of non-porous graphene support materials [77] . The electrochemical activity surface area (EASA) can be increased using N-doped graphene support materials [78] . The EASA of a Pt catalyst with non-N doped graphene support material was 31.2 m 2 /g and the EASA was improved to 76.9 m 2 /g using N-doped graphene. Furthermore, the maximum power density can be improved using functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes in a graphene supported Pt catalyst [79] . The results showed that the maximum power density improved from 650 mW/cm 2 to 704 mW/cm 2 . In addition, the durability can be enhanced using CeO 2 in the catalyst to quench radicals [80] . Pt/graphene and Pt/CeO 2 /graphene catalysts were prepared and characterized and the results indicated that the degradation rate was 30.96 µV/cycle for the Pt/graphene catalyst and decreased to 3.61 µV/cycle for the Pt/CeO 2 /graphene catalyst.
Conductive oxides, carbides, and nitrides, such as TiO 2 [47] , TiC [81] [82] [83] , SiC [84] [85] [86] and WC [87] , have also shown promising effects on the catalytic activity and durability of PEM fuel cell catalysts. Pt supported on carbon-doped TiO 2 /CNTs (Pt/C-TiO 2 /CNTs) showed a better oxygen reduction activity than a commercial Pt/C catalyst. The catalyst had only <3% loss in activity after 5000 electrochemical cycles, as compared with an activity loss of about 55% for the Pt/C catalyst [57] . The activity of an Pt/ITO catalyst with an extremely high mass activity of 621˘31 mA/mg Pt was recently reported, which is far beyond the 2015 DOE goal of 440 mA/mg Pt . The stability of Pt/ITO was also very impressive, with the EASA being unchanged and the Pt half wave potential shifting only 4 mV over 1000 potential cycles to 1.4 V vs. RHE [88] . Pt nanoparticles directly deposited onto tungsten carbide was reported by Nie et al. [89] , which exhibited a much higher ORR activity than the Pt/C catalyst and a higher durability under fuel cell operation conditions. In addition, WC x /CNTs (tungsten carbide with carbon nanotube as supports) were reported to be an efficient electrocatalyst support to reduce Pt usage, while the electrocatalytic properties of the catalyst were maintained for the ORR in direct methanol fuel cells [87] . Even though these conductive materials exhibited promising performance as supports for fuel cell catalysts, there are still some problems for practical applications related to the low surface area, low conductivity, high production cost, and instability in acidic environments. In general, these conductive materials are preferable for use as secondary supports, which work together with the primary catalyst support (usually carbon materials), to improve catalyst performance in terms of both catalytic activity and durability.
Progress of Catalyst Industrialization
Industrial mass production of catalysts has been realized by manufacturers like TKK (Tokyo, Japan), Johnson Matthey (London, UK), ETEK/BASF (Ludwigshafen, Germany), Umicore (Antwerpen, Belgium), and NEChemCat (Tokyo, Japan) and Pt/C catalysts are mainstream products. The activities of the reported commercial Pt/C catalysts, measured by thinfilm rotating disk electrode (TF-RDE) in 0.1 M HClO 4 and by H 2 /O 2 MEA testing, where in the range of 0.11 to 0.16 A/mg Pt at 0.9 V [90] . The durability of the Pt/C catalyst has also reported in the literature [91, 92] , showing an activity loss of about 48% after 30,000 cycles for the Pt/conventional carbon devices. Besides the Pt/C catalysts, Pt alloy catalysts, Pt-based NSTF catalysts and Pt monolayer catalysts are either commercially available or have been reported as being produced on a large-scale. The 3M Pt-based NSTF catalyst advocated by Debe [67] was reported to have a similar activity compared to Pt/C, but its performance degradation can be neglected in accelerated stress tests of PEMFCs. The activities and durability of various commercial Pt-alloy catalysts were reported by Wagner [92, 93] . The average size of Pt 3 Co (TEC36E52, TKK) and Pt 3 Ni particles (TECNiE52, TKK) in the MEAs were estimated to be 4.9˘1.7 nm and 4.2˘1.4 nm, and their EASA values were 40 m 2 /mg Pt and 48 m 2 /mg Pt , respectively. The mass activity and specific activity of Pt ML /Pd/C produced by N.E. ChemCat were reported to be 0.46 A/mg PGM and 0.95 A/mg Pt , respectively. Furthermore, all of these catalysts showed good electrochemical durability.
Future Direction of Catalyst Research
During the past years, the main catalyst used in automotive fuel cells has been Pt/C. In order to enhance the catalyst durability, improve the performance and reduce the cost, the Pt based alloy catalyst with core-shell or nano thin film structure and various catalyst support materials were investigated. According to a report by Toyota, because of the high activity and durability of Pt-alloy/C, it was successfully used in the fuel cell stacks of MIRAI vehicles. However, current Pt-loadings of Pt/C and Pt-alloy/C in fuel cells are still a little too high and cannot meet the cost requirement of large-scale industrialization of fuel cell vehicles. Advanced catalysts including Pt monolayer catalysts, nanometer film catalysts, controlled crystal shape catalysts, and non-PGM catalysts, are showing promising steps towards meeting the cost target. Nevertheless, their PEMFC performance and durability under vehicle operating conditions remains to be further investigated and improved.
Catalyst Layer
The CL is thought to be the most complex and crucial component in the PEMFC assembly for the following reasons: (1) the electrochemical reactions occur in the CL along with the transport of protons, electrons, multi-state water, and heat; (2) the complex distributions of the ionomer, carbon support, Pt particles, and pores make it extremely difficult to analyze the morphology of the CL in detail. Therefore, there has been a surge of interest and efforts in studying the connection between microstructure, transport properties, and performance in the CL, so as to optimize its structure and decrease the Pt loading.
Initially, the membrane electrode assemblies were fabricated by hot-pressing a mixture of platinum powder and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) on both sides of the proton exchange membrane. This electrode fabrication method needs a very high (and expensive) Pt loading of 4 mg/cm 2 [94] . Since then, strategies to add new components, such as a carbon support to increase the electrochemical active surface area [94] and Nafion ® to furnish proton conduction [95] , have been introduced and successfully decreased the Pt loading by a factor of ten, to 0.4 mg/cm 2 [96] . The second research line focuses on the development and optimization of the method for coating the catalyst layer, which is still an active research field. Pt loading and utilization in the catalyst layer can be enhanced via various coating methods, including inkjet printing [97] , a combined electrospinning/electrospraying method [98] , pulsed-laser-deposition [99] , electrospraying of carbon-supported platinum nanowires [100] , electrospraying [101] , ultrasonic spraying (48 kHz [102] , 120 kHz [103] ), screen printing [104] , and a piezo-electric printing technique [105] .
Catalyst layers produced using these techniques could be called conventional CL and they have the following disadvantages: (1) Inefficient Pt utilization [106] since the Pt catalyst particles inside the agglomerate are barely accessible to the Nafion ® and oxygen, leading to the absence of the three-phase boundaries needed to use the catalyst; (2) High reactant diffusion resistance due to the traditional CL being highly tortuous and significant voltage losses occurring during the transport of the reactant gas and protons to the active sites located deep inside the agglomerates, especially at high current densities. Consequently, Pt particles agglomerate, resulting in the loss of active surface area.
To overcome the above problems, new generation electrodes, namely ordered CLs have been proposed [107] , developed, widely studied in the laboratory [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] , and even commercialized [124, 125] . In this section, the recent progress in the fabrication of CLs, the efforts to resolve and optimize the microstructure, and new trends in CL designs are reviewed.
State-of-the-Art Catalyst Layers
Gradient Design of Catalyst Layer
Various CL gradient designs have been studied and discussed here with respect to the research type (numerical, experimental, or both), gradient (Nafion ® content, Pt loading, or both), and direction of the gradient design (in-plane, cross-plane, or both). From all these numerical and experimental studies, the well-acknowledged beneficial gradient distributions are: (1) an increase of the Pt loading and Nafion ® content from the GDL side to the PEM side [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] ; (2) a decrease of Pt loading from the cathode inlet to outlet [132, 133] ; and (3) more Pt loading under the channel than the rib [129, 134] .
However, it is worth noting that the effect of gradient design depends on the operating conditions. Lee et al. [135] found that under fully humidified conditions, the PEMFC with a gradient CL in which the catalyst concentration decreased from the air inlet to the outlet had a worse performance compared to a uniform sample. However, under non-humidified conditions, this gradient catalyst coating method increased cell performance by 17% at 0.8 A/cm 2 . To understand these above results, one needs to take into account water management. For example, under fully humidified conditions, more Pt near the air inlet produces more liquid water and may cause flooding that reduces the performance.
Although numerous efforts have been taken to optimize the cell performance using gradient designs since 2000, it is certain that further explorations are needed, especially regarding the following aspects: (1) Simultaneous optimization of the Nafion ® content and Pt loading. The strong interactions of the Nafion ® and Pt catalyst distribution have been elucidated numerically by Song et al. [126] , indicating that the Nafion ® content and Pt loading should be optimized simultaneously. Recently, Cetinbas et al. numerically demonstrated a two-variable optimization in terms of Nafion ® content and Pt loading, resulting in better performance than the single-variable optimization [136] ; (2) Multiple-dimensional optimization. Most of the existing studies focused exclusively on in-plane or cross-plane designs, and a comprehensive consideration of the in-plane distribution and the cross-plane distribution is rare [134, 136] ; (3) Gradient design for ordered CLs. Ordered CLs have been shown to reduce Pt loading. Since ordered CLs have a different structure from conventional CLs, the gradient design of the ordered CL maybe a future research direction. To the best of our knowledge, no such example has been published yet.
Ordered Design of Catalyst Layer
Ordered CLs can be broadly divided into three types: (1) ordered carbon phase, such as ordered carbon nanotubes [109, 113, 120, 121] , ordered carbon nanofibers [117, 137] , and ordered mesoporous carbon [112, 116, 119, 122, 123] ; (2) ordered Nafion ® nanofibers [115, 118] ; (3) ordered Pt thin film [124, 125] or network [110] .
Middelman [107] was one of the first to propose the idea of an ordered electrode. In this ideal electrode, the electron transport path is oriented perpendicular to the membrane. Pt catalyst particles with a particle size of approximately 2 nm were finely dispersed on the surface of the electron conductor. Then, the catalyst-coated, oriented electron conductor is coated with the ionomer for proton conduction. In this regard, all the three-phase transport paths are ordered and perpendicular to the membrane.
Out of all the ordered CLs, one outstanding type is 3M's NSTF catalyst [124, 125] . In the NSTF, the catalyst support consists of highly-oriented crystalline organic whiskers, onto which the Pt or Pt-alloy catalyst is sputter-coated as a polycrystalline thin film [124, 138] . Figure 5 shows cross-sectional SEM images of an NSTF electrode. One can notice that the thickness of the CL is smaller than 1 µm. It has been demonstrated that the NSTF electrode has superior Pt utilization and durability than standard electrodes [124, 125] . One major challenge in understanding the principle of the NSTF electrode is the proton conductivity mechanism. The NSFT whiskers are coated with a Pt film, and there is no ionomer in the NSTF electrode, which is analogous to Pt black electrodes. Figure 6 shows the proton conductivity of the Pt whisker, which was estimated by fitting the experimental data with a numerical model [138] as a function of the relative humidity. One can see an enhancement in the proton conductivity in the NSTF electrode compared with pure water and a significant effect of the relative humidity on the proton conductivity. To explain this ionomer-free proton conductivity phenomenon in the NSTF electrode, two possible mechanisms have been proposed in the literature: (1) diffusion of absorbed protons [139, 140] and (2) electrostatic interaction between Pt and protons [141] [142] [143] . One major challenge in understanding the principle of the NSTF electrode is the proton conductivity mechanism. The NSFT whiskers are coated with a Pt film, and there is no ionomer in the NSTF electrode, which is analogous to Pt black electrodes. Figure 6 shows the proton conductivity of the Pt whisker, which was estimated by fitting the experimental data with a numerical model [138] as a function of the relative humidity. One can see an enhancement in the proton conductivity in the NSTF electrode compared with pure water and a significant effect of the relative humidity on the proton conductivity. To explain this ionomer-free proton conductivity phenomenon in the NSTF electrode, two possible mechanisms have been proposed in the literature: (1) diffusion of absorbed protons [139, 140] and (2) electrostatic interaction between Pt and protons [141] [142] [143] .
McBreen [140] reported for the first time that platinum surfaces without direct contact to the solid polymer electrolyte could take part in the electro-catalytic H-adsorption/desorption reaction under certain conditions. This phenomenon was later explained by Paulus et al. [139] in 2003. That is, the diffusion of adsorbed hydrogen along the pore/channel walls can contribute to the proton transport, which is also a plausible mechanism in the NSTF electrode.
Another possible mechanism was proposed by Chan and Eikerling [141] [142] [143] , who contended that under capillary equilibrium conditions, the nanoscale, hydrophilic pores in an NSTF electrode should be fully flooded with water. Therefore, protons would undergo bulk-like transport via the connected water film by structural diffusion. In addition, it is further postulated that the proton concentration distribution within the water-flooded pores is determined by the electrostatic interactions between the protons and the surface charge of the pore walls [141] [142] [143] . However, Sinha et al. [138] pointed out that, in their study, the NSTF electrode was found to be free of bulk liquid water. They also argued that previous studies using other surfaces such as gold or carbon in liquid water did not show similar proton conduction. To date, the mechanism of this type of proton transport remains an open question. Figure 5 . Cross-sectional SEM images of (a) conventional Pt/C electrode and (b) NSTF electrode; (c) Detailed structure of the NSTF electrode at higher magnification [138] .
One major challenge in understanding the principle of the NSTF electrode is the proton conductivity mechanism. The NSFT whiskers are coated with a Pt film, and there is no ionomer in the NSTF electrode, which is analogous to Pt black electrodes. Figure 6 shows the proton conductivity of the Pt whisker, which was estimated by fitting the experimental data with a numerical model [138] as a function of the relative humidity. One can see an enhancement in the proton conductivity in the NSTF electrode compared with pure water and a significant effect of the relative humidity on the proton conductivity. To explain this ionomer-free proton conductivity phenomenon in the NSTF electrode, two possible mechanisms have been proposed in the literature: (1) diffusion of absorbed protons [139, 140] and (2) electrostatic interaction between Pt and protons [141] [142] [143] . McBreen [140] reported for the first time that platinum surfaces without direct contact to the solid polymer electrolyte could take part in the electro-catalytic H-adsorption/desorption reaction under certain conditions. This phenomenon was later explained by Paulus et al. [139] in 2003. That is, the diffusion of adsorbed hydrogen along the pore/channel walls can contribute to the proton transport, which is also a plausible mechanism in the NSTF electrode.
Another possible mechanism was proposed by Chan and Eikerling [141] [142] [143] , who contended that under capillary equilibrium conditions, the nanoscale, hydrophilic pores in an NSTF electrode should be fully flooded with water. Therefore, protons would undergo bulk-like transport via the connected water film by structural diffusion. In addition, it is further postulated that the proton concentration distribution within the water-flooded pores is determined by the electrostatic interactions between the protons and the surface charge of the pore walls [141] [142] [143] . However, Sinha et al. [138] pointed out that, in their study, the NSTF electrode was found to be free of bulk liquid water. They also argued that previous studies using other surfaces such as gold or carbon in liquid water did not show similar proton conduction. To date, the mechanism of this type of proton transport remains an open question. Due to the extremely thin films, much more water is generated per volume for the NSTF electrode. As a result, water management becomes a key issue, especially at low temperatures. For conventional electrodes, the water is removed through the cathode. However, for the NSTF, an 'out the anode' water removal method is proposed as a better water management strategy. To facilitate this, a thinner membrane, improved anode GDL, and differential pressures have been used [144] .
Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL)
State-of-the-Art GDL
One of the influencing factors on the performance of hydrogen fuel cell is the water-thermal management, which is closely related to the performance of the GDL. The GDL plays an important role in the transfer process of the reactant, product and electron. Through the GDL, the hydrogen and oxygen (or air) are transferred from the bipolar plate (BP) to the catalyst layer (CL). The product water is transferred from the CL to the flow field of the BP and excreted from the fuel cell. Simultaneously the proton exchange membrane is maintained at a certain relative humidity (RH) and conducts the electrons generated by the chemical reaction in the CL. To exclude excess water and maintain the required RH condition is very important. Excessive water will occupy the pore structure of the GDL and the active sites of the CL. The reaction gas transfer process can be restrained in the GDL and the contact between the reactant gas and the CL can be also impeded and the electrochemical reaction will not be efficient. On the other hand, the proton conduction mechanism in the Nafion ® membrane depends on the presence of water; if the RH is reduced or the membrane is dehydrated, the proton conductivity of the membrane will decrease and the impedance will increase. Irreversible degradation of the Nafion ® membrane will result and the fuel cell durability will be decreased. Consequently, the overall performance of hydrogen fuel cells is closely related to the performance of the GDL. The GDL has a small impact on the Ohmic polarization and a critical influence on the mass transfer polarization [145] . When the fuel cell is operated at high current density, a large amount of water will be generated, the GDL porous structure will be filled with water and the reactant gas and product water cannot be effectively transported. In this situation, the GDL drainage is critical to the performance of the hydrogen fuel cell; improving the drainage properties can increase the maximum current and power density of the fuel cell.
Based on these requirements, a GDL typically consists of a porous substrate material (such as carbon paper or carbon fiber cloth) and a single-or multi-layer microporous layer (MPL) prepared on the surface of the substrate material. The hydrophobicity of the substrate materials can be enhanced by the MPL and the drainage performance of the GDL can be improved. The substrate is the support material for the MPL and is pretreated to be hydrophobic. The MPL is comprised of a carbon powder and hydrophobic agent (such as PTFE).
However, in the practical application of GDLs in the assembled fuel cells, the porosity of the GDL at the under-rib site is reduced [146] by the assembly pressure. Thereby, the mass transfer property [147] and water distribution [148] properties are reduced. The GDL water distribution at both the under-rib and under-channel region were studied by Lee [148] . The water at the under-rib region cannot be efficiently discharged and the water is removed through the under-channel region (which dominates the mass transfer properties). In a numerical investigation, the porosity was enhanced by Cheema et al. [147] and the performance of the fuel cell was improved. Therefore, in addition to the GDL materials, studying the GDL structure is critical to enhancing the fuel cell performance.
According to the latest studies on GDLs for hydrogen fuel cell application, retrieved from the Web of Science between 2014 and 2015, the studies were mainly focused on the pretreatment technology for substrate materials, the preparation of MPLs, and the structural designs of GDL.
Pretreatment of GDL Substrates and Preparation of Hydrophobic MPL
Typically, the substrate materials, such as carbon paper, are immersed into a PTFE emulsion for pretreatment. The PTFE loading are unevenly distributed in the pores or on the surface of carbon paper [149] due to the residual air in the pores. In order to improve the uniformity of the PTFE distribution and the hydrophobicity of the substrate material, the pretreatments were carried out under vacuum by Song et al. [150] to remove the residual air in the pores so that the PTFE can be evenly distributed in the pores (resulting in improved hydrophobicity of the GDL). These results showed that the water contact angle decreased with the vacuum pretreated carbon paper as more PTFE was immersed in the micropores of the paper.
In addition to the effect of the uniformity of PTFE distribution on the performance of GDL, the content of PTFE in the substrate and the MPL is also critical to the performance of the GDL. The concentration of PTFE affects the GDL drainage properties [151] , binding energy between the MPL and substrate [152] , oxygen transfer process [153] , water distribution [153] , porous structure, and contact angle [149] . The contact angle was significantly increased by the PTFE pretreatment; however, further increases in the PTFE content had little impact on the contact angle [151] . Although the contact angle cannot be improved by large increases in the PTFE content, the drainage property of GDL can be enhanced and the less diameter droplet can be drained [151] . Increasing the content of PTFE in the MPL can increase the interfacial fracture energy between the MPL and the substrate material [152] , as the interaction between substrate and MPL can be strengthened by the higher PTFE content in substrate. Therefore, the MPL is difficult to separate from the substrate and the GDL durability can be increased. Hydrophobic transfer channels are formed through the PTFE through which the reactant oxygen is transported. However, gas transfer channels can be occupied by excessive PTFE and the transport process can be degraded. Hence, the oxygen transfer process can be enhanced by optimization the PTFE content [153] .
In addition to studying the PTFE hydrophobic agent, novel GDL hydrophobic additives were also investigated in detail. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), used as a superhydrophobic layer, was deposited on carbon paper (SGL 10BC GDL) by chemical vaporous deposition (CVD) [154] and a GDL with a superhydrophobic surface was obtained. The contact angle of substrate was 134.7˝which increased to 150.9˝after depositing the superhydrophobic layer. The fuel cell test showed that the maximum power density and current density were increased to 100 mW/cm 2 and 200 mA/cm 2 , respectively.
Latorrata et al. [155] prepared a MPL with fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP), carbon nano-tubes (CNTs) and carbon powder. The heat treatment temperature was reduced from 350˝C to 260˝C using FEP and the Ohmic resistance was reduced using highly conductive CNTs. In Gola's study [156] , carbon cloth was used as a substrate and linear perfluoropolyether (PFPE) peroxide was used as a hydrophobic material. The PFPE content was only 0.24-1.03 wt % and hydrophobicity was observed up to a PTFE content as high as 10%. This can be attributed to the PFPE chains being linked on the surface and the carbon fiber being wrapped almost completely by PFPE.
GDL Structure Optimization and Novel GDLs
The fuel cell performances were enhanced through the optimization of the GDL structure, GDL substrate, and MPLs. A novel GDL with triple MPLs was studied by Kitahara et al. [157] . The three MPLs include two hydrophobic layers and one hydrophilic layer, and the hydrophilic layer was coated on the double hydrophobic MPLs. The humidity of the MEA can be conserved at low humidity conditions by the hydrophilic layer and it can prevent membrane dehydration. Any excessive water can be removed at high humidity conditions by the two hydrophobic layers. Therefore, the MEA with the triple MPLs can be operated under both high and low humidity conditions.
A novel GDL with double side MPLs was studied by Huang and Chang [158] . The performance of this GDL was optimized through the MPL and PTFE content on both GDL sides. The results showed that the fuel cell performance was enhanced under low humidity conditions and the maximum power density exhibited an 85% increase compared with the conventional GDL with a single-sided MPL. However, the contact of the MPL to the bipolar plate was prone to delamination, so the interface on this side needs to be further strengthened in order to enhance the durability.
In order to improve the drainage properties of hydrogen fuel cells at high current density, a novel structured fuel cell was designed by Tanaka et al. [159] . In this novel structure, the flow field was prepared by corrugated mesh and the MPL was prepared directly on the catalyst layer, the corrugated mesh contact to MPL directly and the traditional GDL was omitted. The results showed that the water flooding at high current density was obviously decreased and exhibited 1.35 W/cm 2 peak power density. However, the high frequency resistance of 100 mΩ¨cm 2 was higher than that of the traditional structured fuel cell, because the contact area between the corrugated mesh and MPL was smaller and the Ohmic resistance increased. Therefore, further studies to decrease the resistance are required.
Under practical fuel cell operating conditions, typical carbon material based GDLs can be corroded since the operation time is prolonged. In order to improve the inherent durability of GDLs, a titanium foam GDL was studied by Choi et al. [160] . These results indicated that the Ti foam with a 3D structure is superior for the catalytic reaction and it exhibited stronger corrosion resistance compared with carbon based GDLs. Also, its thickness and weight showed almost no changes during accelerated corrosion tests. Therefore, the fuel cell durability can be prolonged by applying the titanium foam GDL.
A novel TiVCr hydrogen storage alloy-coated GDL was studied by Fang et al. [161] . The fuel cell applying this GDL can be continuously operated for around 10 min at 0.6 V, in the situation close to the hydrogen fuel supply, because a certain amount of hydrogen can be stored in the TiVCr hydrogen storage alloy. The polarization curve can also be enhanced using this GDL and its power density exhibited a value 43.67% higher than the fuel cell at 65˝C without the this new GDL. However, a contact angle test indicated that the GDL surface become hydrophilic because it was functionalized with this TiVCr hydrogen storage alloy and was prone to water flooding with prolonged operation times.
The Industrialization Progress of GDLs
The GDL is generally composed of substrate materials (carbon or carbon fiber cloth) and a microporous layer (MPL) on the surface of substrate materials. Some representative GDL products and their manufactures include Sigracet GDL produced by Sigracet (Wiesbaden, Germany), a GDL produced by Freudenberg (Weinheim, Germany), Spectracarb GDL produced by Engineered Fibers Technology (Shelton, CT, USA), a AvCarb GDL from Ballard Material Products Inc. (Lowell, MA, USA), and ELAT ® produced by FuelCellsEtc (College Station, TX, USA). In addition, Toray carbon paper substrate material without MPL is produced in Japan by Toray (Ishikawa-ken, Japan). Some specifications of GDL products and manufactures are listed in Table 5 (sourced from the companies' official websites). 
Future R & D Directions of Gas Diffusion Layers
Based on the latest GDL studies and product information from the above manufactures, the future GDL R&D can be summarized as follows. In the field of traditional carbon based GDLs, the R&D mainly focuses on novel hydrophobic MPLs with new high-performance non-PTFE hydrophobic ingredients having uniform distributions. This is achieved through the design of novel structured GDLs and optimizing the GDLs to maintain high efficiency mass transportation characteristics even when the GDL under-rib section is deformed by the flow field. In order to further improve the GDL mechanical and durability properties, R&D of novel non-carbon based GDLs, such as foam metal GDL, is being undertaken. Thus, the peak current density and durability of fuel cells operated under high humidity and low humidity conditions can be enhanced.
Bipolar Plates
Bipolar plates are one of the most important components of PEMFCs, since they determine the flow field for the gases, separate the cathode and anode gases, and conduct electrons. Traditionally, the most commonly used material for BPPs has been graphite, because it has excellent corrosion resistance, low bulk density, and high electrical conductivity. Due to the different bonding characteristics of the basal plane and the layers, graphite exhibits structural anisotropy and possesses highly directional properties, e.g., thermal, mechanical and electrical conductivity [162] . Depending on the raw material used and the heat treatment process, the characteristics of synthetic graphite usually differs from each other [163] . Problems with such graphite BPPs include brittleness and a porous structure, along with the extra cost associated with machining the gas flow channels into the plates [164] . Due to the porous nature of graphite, post-processing (such as resin impregnation) is usually required to render the plate impermeable to fuel and gases [165] . In addition, graphite lacks mechanical strength and has poor ductility, which limits the minimum plate thickness to about 5-6 mm. Machining is usually employed to fabricate the flow channels in the BPPs. Machining graphite into complex designs is highly expensive and time-consuming, and therefore makes it unpractical for the full scale commercialization of fuel cells [166, 167] .
Therefore, composite BPPs and metallic BPPs have been designed to replace graphite plates due to their excellent mechanical properties with low manufacturing costs. These two kinds of BPPs will be systematically discussed and summarized in this section.
State-of-the-Art Progress on Bipolar Plates
Composite BPPs
An alternative to graphite plates is composite BPPs consisting of graphite fillers and polymer resin, which are fabricated via conventional polymer processing methods. Composite BPPs have been the subject of intense study with the focus on their electrical conductivity and mechanical properties to meet the US DOE target [168, 169] .
There are two types of polymer that can be used in composite BPPs, thermoplastics and thermosets. Thermoplastics include polypropylene (PP), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF). These generally have lower glass transition temperatures (T g ) which restricts their use in high temperature fuel cells. The thermoset plastics include vinyl esters, epoxy, and phenolic resins (resole and novolac types). They are irreversibly cured using heat or via chemical reactions, so they are more suitable for high temperature composite BPPs. In addition, intrinsically conducting polymers (ICPs) such as polyanilines (PANI), polypyrroles, and polyphenylenes have been used for conductive composites due to their much higher conductivity than other polymers.
Researchers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory developed carbon/carbon composite BPPs with in-plane electrical conductivity of 200-300 S/cm and excellent mechanical properties, although the process was found to be somewhat complicated and costly for certain applications such as automotive [170] . Baird and coworkers [164, 171] developed graphite-based wet-lay composite BPPs of polyphenylenesulphide (PPS). The in-plane conductivity was higher than 200 S/cm and the through-plane conductivity was 19 S/cm. A novel woven nanocomposite for BPPs was proposed by Taherian and Nasr [172] . Kim et al. [173] proposed new BPPs made of plain weave carbon fiber epoxy composite, which were developed to increase the manufacturing productivity of fuel cells and to decrease the bulk electric resistance. The prepreg surfaces were coated with graphite foils (BD-100, Samsung CNG, Cheonan, Korea) as shown in Figure 7 . Two 150 mm layers of expanded graphite were placed on both surfaces of the prepreg. This process was repeated and the thickness of the graphite coating layer was controlled to 2-100 mm. Metal-based polymer composites are a small group of composite materials that have been investigated for BPP applications. The Los Alamos National Laboratory has developed metal based composite BPPs based on porous graphite, polycarbonate plastic and stainless steel (SS) [174] . Since producing porous graphite plates is not as time consuming or expensive as producing non-porous graphite plates, the former can be used while the impermeability was provided by the SS and polycarbonate parts. SS also provided rigidity to the structure while the graphite resists corrosion. Kuo et al. [175] studied new BPPs using a composite material comprising Nylon-6 and SS316L alloy fibers. The PEMFC plates were fabricated via an injection molding process, which yielded better production rates than coating or treating metal plates with a suitable surface material. In addition, NedStack [176] developed a two-component molding process especially for fuel cell plates. A highly conductive compound was used for the active area, while for the broader area a non-conductive injection molding grade polymer was used. Metal-based polymer composites are a small group of composite materials that have been investigated for BPP applications. The Los Alamos National Laboratory has developed metal based composite BPPs based on porous graphite, polycarbonate plastic and stainless steel (SS) [174] . Since producing porous graphite plates is not as time consuming or expensive as producing non-porous graphite plates, the former can be used while the impermeability was provided by the SS and polycarbonate parts. SS also provided rigidity to the structure while the graphite resists corrosion. Kuo et al. [175] studied new BPPs using a composite material comprising Nylon-6 and SS316L alloy fibers. The PEMFC plates were fabricated via an injection molding process, which yielded better production rates than coating or treating metal plates with a suitable surface material. In addition, NedStack [176] developed a two-component molding process especially for fuel cell plates. A highly conductive compound was used for the active area, while for the broader area a non-conductive injection molding grade polymer was used.
Thin Metallic BPPs
In recent years, thin metallic BPPs have been attracting widespread attention in the research community because of their excellent characteristics, such as high electrical conductivity, gas impermeability, high mechanical strength, and high durability to shock and vibration. Moreover, their excellent mechanical properties allow for fabrication of thinner plates. However, the metals are more susceptible to corrosion, which can adversely affect their performance and durability, thus surface pretreatment is needed to improve the anticorrosion performance.
Base Material
So far, metals such as SSs, aluminum alloys, titanium alloys, nickel alloys, copper alloys, and metal-based composites have been used in the fabrication of BPPs. Different substrates and coatings will be discussed below.
Stainless steels have attracted considerable attention due to their relatively low cost, high strength, and suitability for mass production. SSs devices can be fabricated as thin as 0.1-1 mm, which offers tremendous improvement in the power to volume and power to weight ratios. Using SS BPPs, cost estimates published in a Fuel Cells for Transportation Report 1998, showed that a typical 70 kW PEMFC stack with a cost less than USD20 kW´1 could be achieved [177] , below the DOE target for a fuel cell set at USD30 kW´1. Typically, SS consists of austenite SSs and ferrite SSs. The elements in SSs such as Cr, Ni, and Mo can create the passivation layer on the substrate surface in the acidic PEMFCs environment [178] . The criterion to select SSs for BPPs applications sharply depends on the chemical composition of material as the nature and content of the alloying elements strongly influencing the composition of the passive film formed on the metal surface, which in turn affects its overall corrosion resistance [179] . Hornung and Kappelt [180] ranked different iron-based materials in accordance with the pitting resistance equivalent PRE = %Cr + 3.3ˆ%Mo + 30ˆ%N.
Aluminum may be considered for BPPs applications in PEMFC on account of the low manufacturing cost. It is reported that aluminum and its alloys do corrode in the fuel cell environment which results in the decrease of cell output performance [181] . Joseph et al. [182] deposited PANI on 6061 Al alloy to prepare BPPs and the results showed that the corrosion resistance was greatly increased compared to that of an uncoated substrate.
Ti is a lightweight metal with a density of 4.51 g/cm 3 . A non-conductive oxide layer is easily formed on the Ti substrate. The non-conductive oxide layer remarkably increases the ICR. Davies et al. [183] studied the increase in the surface resistivity from an insulating oxide film on titanium plates in a single cell. Zhang [184] prepared Ti-Ag film on TA1 titanium for BPPs by arc ion plating.
Nickel is a widely available material, which exhibits excellent ductility and manufacturability. However, few investigations were found on nickel BPPs due to the relatively high cost. Wei et al. [185] performed contact resistance and corrosion resistance measurements on nickel and commercial nickel-clad BPPs. Paulauskas et al. [186] investigated the corrosion behavior of nitrided Ni-50Cr BPPs and found that the corrosion current densities were inferior to the DOE target for specimens nitrided at 1100˝C for 2 h under pure N 2 .
Copper alloys are not appropriate for BPP materials for PEMFCs due to their high density. However, merits such as high electrical conductivity, chemical stability, and easy manufacturing can make copper alloys attractive for BPPs. Nikam et al. [187, 188] have investigated the corrosion resistance of C-17200, a copper-beryllium alloy, in a simulated PEMFC environment.
Surface Treatments and Coating
Chrome enrichment is a widely used method to improve the corrosion resistance and current conductivity of SS BPPs using various techniques. Lee et al. [189, 190] proposed an electrochemical surface treatment of SS BPPs to improve their corrosion resistance and minimize the formation of a thick oxide layer that increases the ICR during operation. Cho et al. [191] chromized SS316L by a pack cementation technique and examined the potentiodynamic and potentiostatic performance of Cr-rich layers in the pack cemented SS. The chromized SS, with 2.5 h cementation, exhibited low current density and stable polarization behavior. Later, the same authors [192] used another pack cementation process to produce corrosion resistant chromized SS316L BPPs. Feng et al. [193, 194] tried to improve the performance of 316L SS BPPs using ion implantation to modify its passive layer composition.
Chromium nitride (CrN) films, extensively applied in bearing spindles, stamping dies, cutting tools, and many other mechanical components due to excellent wear resistance, high ductility, toughness, and adhesion strength [195, 196] , have been widely investigated for PEMFC applications in recent years. CrN films are mainly produced by PVD [197, 198] and arc ion plating (AIP) [199] [200] [201] methods. In addition, TiN films developed by PVD [202] and AIP [203, 204] exhibited similar performance enhancement.
Carbon-based films, exhibiting good conduction performance due to a high fraction of C-sp 2 bonds, have drawn worldwide attention. Great attempts have been conducted to develop carbon based films using different approaches, including pure carbon film, chromium carbon (Cr-C) film, and titanium (Ti-C) carbon films. Fukutsuka et al. [205, 206] produced a carbon layer on polished SS304 sheets with a thickness of 0.1 mm using a plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method. Experimental results showed that the current density was less than 1 µA/cm 2 at 0.6 V vs. saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and the ICR was also greatly reduced. Factors affecting the formation of the carbon film were also investigated in detail [207] . Regarding Cr-C films, Hovsepian et al. [208] deposited a type of nanoscale multilayer structure in Cr-C coatings by the combined steered cathodic arc/unbalanced magnetron sputtering technique. A coating growth model was proposed to explain the phase separation and formation of the self-organized layered nanostructure observed in Cr-C coatings. Yi et al. [209] developed a multilayered Cr-C/a-C:Cr coating with the thickness of 1.4 µm on SS316L sheet by closed field unbalanced magnetron sputter ion plating (CFUBMSIP). ICR between the coated SS316L sheets and carbon paper was only 2.89 mΩ¨cm 2 at 1.5 MPa.
Innovative Material and 3D Flow Field for Future Bipolar Plates
The performance of fuel cells is not only associated with physical-chemical and fluid-dynamic phenomenon, but also related to the flow field design of BPPs. High porosity carbons, carbon cloths, SS felts, and nickel foams were examined as alternatives to machined graphite gas flow fields [210] . Poorly designed flow fields can cause inefficient water removal and hinder reactant transport. Porous carbon foam was firstly proposed as the gas flow field in Maricle et al.'s study [211] . Kumar and Reddy used metal foams in the flow field of BPPs [212] . These fuel cells showed fair performance. Tang [213] designed a novel porous flow field made of the porous copper fiber sintered felt (PCFSF) and investigated the feasibility of this material, as shown in Figure 8 . Experimental results revealed that a lower cutting speed helps prevent the fibers from failure during forming and morphological defects.
In Tseng's work [214] , metal foams were used as flow distributors in the PEMFCs which outperformed the PEM fuel cells with conventional flow channels. Yuan et al. [215] reported that metal wire mesh was a new way to create porous structure. The structure was mostly determined by the wire diameter and number of layers, as well as the weaving method. The interlaced wires could be woven in different manners to achieve different pore shapes (e.g., circular, rectangular, polygonal, etc.) and mesh textures (e.g., horizontal, vertical and oblique, etc.). Likewise, the perforated metal plates may also have different hole-arrays and shapes, thereby yielding different opening patterns and ratios.
Porous carbon foam was firstly proposed as the gas flow field in Maricle et al.'s study [211] . Kumar and Reddy used metal foams in the flow field of BPPs [212] . These fuel cells showed fair performance. Tang [213] designed a novel porous flow field made of the porous copper fiber sintered felt (PCFSF) and investigated the feasibility of this material, as shown in Figure 8 . Experimental results revealed that a lower cutting speed helps prevent the fibers from failure during forming and morphological defects. In Tseng's work [214] , metal foams were used as flow distributors in the PEMFCs which outperformed the PEM fuel cells with conventional flow channels. Yuan et al. [215] reported that metal wire mesh was a new way to create porous structure. The structure was mostly determined by the wire diameter and number of layers, as well as the weaving method. The interlaced wires could be woven in different manners to achieve different pore shapes (e.g., circular, rectangular, polygonal, etc.) and mesh textures (e.g., horizontal, vertical and oblique, etc.). Likewise, the perforated metal plates may also have different hole-arrays and shapes, thereby yielding different opening patterns and ratios.
Recently, Toyota used a 3D fine-mesh flow field in the FCV MIRAI. Due to the increase of reaction gas turbulence, a uniform gas concentration gradient was obtained by the flow field. For a conventional straight channel, the generated water can accumulate easily within the cells, inhibiting electricity generation. The 3D fine-mesh flow field provides an even supply of air into the surface of the cells, while smoothly expelling the water resulting from electricity generation, thereby preventing water accumulation.
Development of High-Durability Processing Technologies
For automobile applications, PEMFCs must operate under various conditions, such as load changing cycles, high power conditions, idling conditions, and startup/shutdown cycles. Frequent dynamic processes can affect the durability of fuel cell system, which has limited its large-scale commercialization [216] [217] [218] . Therefore, it is important and urgent to investigate the PEMFC dynamic processes and promote effective mitigation strategies [219] [220] [221] .
Degradation Mechanism
Startup/Shutdown Processes
In recent years, significant research efforts have been focused on the degradation behaviors under startup and shutdown conditions. And it is believed that the major cause of performance degradation during those processes is the local gas mixture at the anode called hydrogen/air interface or fuel/air interface [221] . Before startup, both the anode and cathode are exposed to air. As Recently, Toyota used a 3D fine-mesh flow field in the FCV MIRAI. Due to the increase of reaction gas turbulence, a uniform gas concentration gradient was obtained by the flow field. For a conventional straight channel, the generated water can accumulate easily within the cells, inhibiting electricity generation. The 3D fine-mesh flow field provides an even supply of air into the surface of the cells, while smoothly expelling the water resulting from electricity generation, thereby preventing water accumulation.
Development of High-Durability Processing Technologies
Degradation Mechanism
Startup/Shutdown Processes
In recent years, significant research efforts have been focused on the degradation behaviors under startup and shutdown conditions. And it is believed that the major cause of performance degradation during those processes is the local gas mixture at the anode called hydrogen/air interface or fuel/air interface [221] . Before startup, both the anode and cathode are exposed to air. As soon as the hydrogen is fed into the anode channels (also shown in Figure 9 [221]), the V a m is brought to equilibrium potential of hydrogen (V eq H2 « 0.0 V) in region A, increasing the cell voltage to about 0.85 V. Due to the high electron conductivity of the anode catalyst layer, the air remaining in region B lowers the electrolyte potential Φ to reach the same V a m . As a result, the interfacial potential difference of the cathode side in region B becomes higher than V eq O2 , 1.44 V or larger. This high cathode potential temporarily reverses the current where air is present in the anode, causing severe carbon oxidation (also shown in Figure 10 [222]). Furthermore, Shen et al. [223] developed a special fuel cell system with a reference hydrogen electrode to illustrate the influences of the hydrogen/air interface at the anode. The high interfacial potential difference between the cathode and membrane could be observed and the reverse current degradation mechanism was proven experimentally. Meanwhile, the same phenomenon was also recently observed and researched by Plug Power Inc. In addition, many researchers studied the influence of the operating parameters including humidity, cell temperature, flow rate, and flow field design on the degradation rate of PEMFCs [224] [225] [226] .
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Load Variation Processes
In real operating conditions of vehicular application, fuel cells are always operating under variable load conditions. Frequent load changing leads to voltage fluctuations ranging from 0.4 V to 1.0 V (vs. RHE) [227] . During the load variation processes, the anode voltage is usually considered as 0 V due to the fast hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) rate and barely changes, while the cathode frequently fluctuates [221] . When a feedback system is used to control the load variation of PEMFCs, air starvation temporarily occurs due to the air supply rate lagging the loading rate [228] . Gas starvation leads to more drastic changes in the fuel cell voltage, and even causes cell reversal. Liang carbon oxidation (also shown in Figure 10 [222] ). Furthermore, Shen et al. [223] developed a special fuel cell system with a reference hydrogen electrode to illustrate the influences of the hydrogen/air interface at the anode. The high interfacial potential difference between the cathode and membrane could be observed and the reverse current degradation mechanism was proven experimentally. Meanwhile, the same phenomenon was also recently observed and researched by Plug Power Inc. In addition, many researchers studied the influence of the operating parameters including humidity, cell temperature, flow rate, and flow field design on the degradation rate of PEMFCs [224] [225] [226] . 
In real operating conditions of vehicular application, fuel cells are always operating under variable load conditions. Frequent load changing leads to voltage fluctuations ranging from 0.4 V to 1.0 V (vs. RHE) [227] . During the load variation processes, the anode voltage is usually considered as 0 V due to the fast hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) rate and barely changes, while the cathode frequently fluctuates [221] . When a feedback system is used to control the load variation of PEMFCs, air starvation temporarily occurs due to the air supply rate lagging the loading rate [228] . Gas starvation leads to more drastic changes in the fuel cell voltage, and even causes cell reversal. Liang 
In real operating conditions of vehicular application, fuel cells are always operating under variable load conditions. Frequent load changing leads to voltage fluctuations ranging from 0.4 V to 1.0 V (vs. RHE) [227] . During the load variation processes, the anode voltage is usually considered as 0 V due to the fast hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) rate and barely changes, while the cathode frequently fluctuates [221] . When a feedback system is used to control the load variation of PEMFCs, air starvation temporarily occurs due to the air supply rate lagging the loading rate [228] . Gas starvation leads to more drastic changes in the fuel cell voltage, and even causes cell reversal. Liang et al. [229] found water electrolysis would take place while cell reversal results in significant performance degradation. Meanwhile, the load variation process of PEMFCs is a very complex phenomenon, which is affected by many parameters, such as reactant stoichiometric ratio [216, 230] , reactant flow rate [231] , loading range [220] , loading speed [220] , anode and cathode humidity [230] [231] [232] , anode and cathode pressure [230] and proper reactant supply system [233] .
Considering PEMFCs with a large active area, there is a spatial variation in the reactant and product concentrations along the channel length, which could lead to current, voltage, and temperature fluctuations. Moreover, reactant starvation worsens the situation [228] . A lot of studies of the distribution characteristics of fuel cells have been undertaken by researchers at Dalian institute of chemical physics (DICP). Yan et al. [234] investigated the current distribution and temperature distribution as well as their dynamic changes in the fuel cell stack. The results showed the temperature Energies 2016, 9, 603 26 of 39 of gas inlet could be higher than that of gas outlet during rapid loading. Furthermore, the voltage distribution was also evaluated during load changing. And the main reason of the voltage variation was found to be reaction gas starvation. Liang et al. [229] studied the fuel starvation phenomena in a single PEMFC. Experimental results showed that the current distribution is extremely uneven during the cell reversal process caused by fuel starvation. The HOR and water electrolysis could take place simultaneously in different regions at the anode, accelerating the corrosion of carbon support and degradation of membrane. All the uneven distribution described above can lead to rapid performance decay and shorter lifetime of PEMFCs.
Mitigation Strategies
Startup/Shutdown Processes
As discussed earlier, the formation of hydrogen/air interface during startup and shutdown is the primary reason for the degradation in PEMFC performance. The corresponding mitigation strategies mainly focus on two aspects: material improvements for stable catalyst supports and control strategies for conventional carbon-black catalyst supports.
Developing a more stable catalyst support to replace carbon-black has been one important mitigation strategy. The traditional catalyst support can be replaced by corrosion-resistant carbon materials or non-carbon materials. Yu et al. [235] used graphitized carbon as a catalyst support instead of a conventional support, and Owenjan et al. [236] also blended graphitized carbon in a microporous layer (MPL). Both studies reported the reduction in the PEMFC performance degradation. In addition to graphitized carbon, other carbon materials like carbon nanofibers and carbon nanotubes have also been considered. These materials have more stable electrochemical behavior than carbon-black. However, their synthesis costs are very high [237] . Another method is developing non-carbon supports such as titanium oxide [238] , tungsten carbide [239] and indium tin oxide [240] . However, few studies have been found on PEMFC dynamic degradation using non-carbon catalyst support.
To avoid a hydrogen/air interface at the anode and eliminate the high potential at the cathode during dynamic operation, UTC, GM, Ford, Toyota, and other automotive companies have proposed many system strategies to mitigate dynamic degradation. These strategies can be classified into two major categories: gas purge and auxiliary load.
Gas purging is an effective and convenient strategy to prevent the formation of a hydrogen/air interface and reduce its residence time. It will displace the hydrogen/air with air, nitrogen, or other purge gas. For the startup process of PEMFCs, UTC Fuel Cells [241] presented a systemic strategy of gas purging. In their patent, hydrogen-rich air was used as purge gas in the cathode flow field. Their strategy could reduce the corrosion of carbon support. Toyota [242] combined hydrogen sensors and a gas purging system in the fuel cell during startup, preventing the formation of hydrogen/air interface. The Ford Motor Company [243] invented a gas separator, enriching nitrogen from exhaust gas in the stacks. The nitrogen-rich gas could purge the stacks to mitigate dynamic degradation. Also, GM [244] has proposed a similar gas purge strategy during startup/shutdown processes.
The residual gas in the flow field was removed easily by gas purging, but the gas remaining in the catalyst layer and gas diffusion layer could not be completely dispelled. Another effective method to remove the residual gas is to add a dummy load (also called auxiliary load). UTC Fuel Cells [245] proposed a strategy where an auxiliary load and anode exhaust recycle loop were combined and applies it to the startup process in fuel cells. The results showed that the performance loss with a dummy load was much lower than that without the dummy load. Shen et al. [223] also used a dummy load during the shutdown process. The results showed that this dummy load can reduce the performance degradation of fuel cells. Furthermore, electronic shorts of fuel cell can be applied as another way of using auxiliary loads. Ramani and Miller [246] employed electronic shorts for consuming the residual gas in the fuel cell, reducing the high potential occurring at the cathode. This strategy could be used during startup and shutdown process.
Mitigation Strategies during Load Variation Processes
As mentioned above, load changing and uneven distribution of PEMFCs can result in gas starvation, which in turn causes performance degradation. The effective methods to suppress gas starvation include improvement of the materials, algorithm controller, and gas storage.
Improving the electrode materials can achieve high flexibility under dynamic operation. The materials consist of an electrochemical catalyst, catalyst support, and PEM with high stability. Moreover, the supercapacitor material can be added in the cathode catalyst to improve the dynamic response characteristics. Wu et al. [247] prepared RuO 2¨x H 2 O/CNTs by the sol-gel method, which were sprayed onto the Pt/C electrode surface to form the cathode. It was found that the fuel cell had a better dynamic response performance with the composite cathode due to the capacity characteristics of RuO 2¨x H 2 O/CNTs.
He et al. and Ahn et al. [248] invented an air supply system including an integrator. This strategy ensured that the stoichiometry of the air was adapted for load changing. The voltage of the cells change with the load ranging, modifying the air supply. This strategy can promote the dynamic response of the fuel cell. Abdullah et al. [249] optimized the system control algorithm. Laguerre and exponential weight functions were proposed to mitigate oxygen starvation problems. The robustness and stability of the proposed controller were assessed using Monte-Carlo simulations.
UTC Fuel Cells [250] designed fuel flow channels at the end cell at the anode which were about 0.15 mm or 1.5 mm deeper than the remaining region. The space is designed to store hydrogen to avoid fuel starvation during a cold startup process. GM [251] has implemented a similar strategy, including a hydrogen source, an anode bleed valve, and a cell voltage monitor. If the controller detects a decrease in the minimum cell voltage, the sub-system will increase anode pressure by decreasing the molar faction of nitrogen. Meanwhile, recycling fuel gas is also a way to solve the fuel starvation problem. Yan et al. [252] at DICP also employed a feed forward control strategy and preset extra air storage. This strategy could mitigate the voltage fluctuation and extend the service time of the fuel cell.
Summary and Outlook
Through a decade of continuous global R&D, the performances of PEMFCs for vehicle application, such as energy efficiency, volumetric and mass specific power density, and low temperature startup ability have achieved significant breakthroughs. These technological achievements are closely related to the performance enhancement of the key materials and components for PEMFCs. The latest progress in proton exchange membranes, catalysts, catalyst layers, gas diffusion layers, and bipolar plates etc. have been reviewed and analyzed in this paper. For PEMs, the development direction is positioned in the preparation of composite and enhanced membranes with shorter side chains and lower EW values. The nanofiber enhanced multi-acid side chain membrane from 3M has shown high overall performance. For catalyst layers based on 3M's NSTF ordered catalyst layer, the 0.6V@2.0A/cm 2 MEA power generation performance can be attained under the ultra-low Pt loading of 0.14 g Pt /kW. For the gas diffusion layer, the technical difficulties of water and air mass transfer have not been completely resolved; the performance of fuel cells at higher current density can be achieved through the development of novel GDLs with higher water and air mass transfer values. For bipolar plates, although the specific power density has been increased up to 5 kW/L, H 2 permeation still needs to be further enhanced. Regarding long-term durability, the dynamic operation is the main reason for the degradation of PEMFCs. Regardless of the startup and shutdown or load cycling processes, a very high potential will occur at the cathode, resulting in the loss of the catalyst and corrosion of the catalyst support. Among the various mitigation strategies, the primary methods are preventing the appearance of the hydrogen/air interface and avoiding gas starvation, moreover, the key materials properties improvement can also enhance the PEMFC durability under automobile operation conditions. The improvement of key materials in the stacks can enhance the dynamic response inside the cells.
The durability and cost of fuel cells for vehicle application have not yet met the targets of industrialization, where durability is considered to be the most important obstacle. In the future,
